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How Aspire Systems complies with GDPR
Introduction

The key objective of the GDPR is to protect personal
data of EU citizens and resident from data breaches
and other manipulations that happens in this
rapidly growing digital era. 				
Though the directive on privacy was established in
1995, the key principles of data privacy are similar
from the earlier directive(s), however the GDPR sets
a new paradigm of protecting privacy of EU citizens
and/or residents by imposing the following on the
business that utilizes personal data:

Obtaining consent

Penalties

Increased terrestrial scope

Providing set of data subject rights

The GDPR requirements has made businesses to collect, process and store privacy data collected directly
or indirectly more responsibly and to provide appropriate safeguards. In addition, the GDPR brings in
more accountability to organization that handles personal data.
In this white paper, Aspire Systems provides an overview of how the organization complies with GDPR in
its capacity as a Data Controller as well as a Data Processor.
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Key Definitions

Basic Principles of GDPR

Data Controller : Refers to a natural or legal
person, public authority, agency or other body
which, alone or jointly with others, determines
the purposes and means of processing 		
personal data

As mentioned in GDPR, the following principles
are adopted in the organization.
Personal data shall be:

Data Processor : A natural person or legal entity
that processes personal data on behalf of Data
Controller
Data Subject : Refers to a natural person who is
the subject of personal data

Scope of GDPR in Aspire
The scope of the GDPR compliance in the
organization in a broader sense applies to any
personal data about European citizen(s) or
resident(s) that is available with the organization.
In case of Aspire, the scope also lies with its role
both as data controllers as well as data processor.
The locations in India such as Chennai and
Hyderabad act only as data processors. 		
The location at Poland is both a data controller
and data processor. The scope of processing
data is either by automated means or		
non–automated means.
Aspire Systems

(a) ‘Lawfulness, Fairness and Transparency’ Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent
manner in relation to the data subject.
b) ‘Purpose Limitation’ - 				
Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate
purposes and not further processed in a
manner that is incompatible with those
purposes; further processing for archiving
purposes in the public interest, scientific or
historical research purposes or statistical
purposes shall, in accordance with Article
89(1), not be considered to be incompatible
with the initial purposes
(c) ‘Data Minimization’ - 				
Adequate, relevant and limited to what is
necessary in relation to the purposes for
which they are processed;
(d) ‘accuracy’ - 					
Accurate and, where necessary, kept up to
date; every reasonable step must be taken to
ensure that personal data that are inaccurate,
having regard to the purposes for which they
are processed, are erased or rectified
without delay;
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(e) ‘Storage Limitation’ -				
Kept in a form which permits identification of
data subjects for no longer than is necessary
for the purposes for which the personal data
are processed; personal data may be stored
for longer periods insofar as the personal data
will be processed solely for archiving purposes
in the public interest, scientific or historical
research purposes or statistical purposes
in accordance with Article 89(1) subject to
implementation of the appropriate technical
and organizational measures required by this
Regulation in order to safeguard the rights
and freedoms of the data subject;

Consent
The processing of data can begin only after an
affirmative act or an explicit declaration provided
by the data subject. GDPR defines consent as
‘freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous
indication of the data subject’s agreement to the
processing of personal data relating to him or her’
I AGREE

I DO NOT AGREE

The consent form provides details on personal
data that would be collected, how and where it
will be processed, to whom it will be shared and
where it will be stored. The consent form also
highlights the data subjects’ rights on personal
data handling as provided below

(f) ‘Integrity and Confidentiality’ - 		
Processed in a manner that ensures
appropriate security of the personal data,
including protection against unauthorized or
unlawful processing and against accidental
loss, destruction or damage, using appropriate
technical or organizational measures
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Rights of Data Subject
1.

Right to information - Right to ask what personal data of theirs is processed and with whom it is
shared

2.

Right to access - Right to access their own data as well as request copies of the same

3.

Right to rectification - Right to request for change to their data if it is not accurate

4.

Right to withdraw consent - Right to withdraw the previously given consent, so that company
does not process their data anymore

5.

Right to object - Right to object when his/her data is processed in variance to committed 		
purposes. This is akin to ‘Withdrawal of Consent’

6.

Right to object to automated processing - Right to demand only manual processing to under
stand the uniqueness of the data subject

7.

Right to be forgotten - Right to request for deletion of their data. To be in conjunction with 		
retention period and retention schedule in-line with applicable laws

8.

Right for data portability - Right to return the data or transfer it to another controller.
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Data Subject’s Request

Turn Around Time

The Right to be informed

1 month

The Right to access

15 days

The Right to rectification

1 month

Right to withdraw consent

1 month

Right to object to automated
processing

1 month

The Right to be forgotten

15 days

The right for data portability

1 month

The right for restriction

1 month
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Responsibilities as Data Controller and Processor
As a Data Controller:
Aspire as a data controller owns the complete accountability for the data subjects’ personal data that is
obtained. It maintains the records of its processing activities and its associated consents. The list of records
that would be maintained is provided as an annexure to this document. In case of engaging a third-party
data processor, a formal data processing agreement (DPA) is established between Aspire Systems
(Data Controller) and the data processor (Third party). The data processor safeguards are evaluated
before data processing commences with the processor. In addition, a periodic audit is conducted 		
on the data processor.

As a Data Processor:
In cases where Aspire Systems act as a data processor, its processing of personal data are in line with the
data processing agreement with the data controller. As a data processor, Aspire Systems shall not employ
another processor without the controller’s authorization.

Data Security Provisions:
The data controllers are required to ensure the security of the data that is being processed or stored.
Aspire provide security by design or default for all processing activities. The internal systems are built with
designs that meets the principle of data minimization (adequate, relevant and limited). Such a design will
mitigate the liability in case of data breach.
At Aspire Systems, the appropriate data security controls are formulated using data protection impact
assessment (DPIA) of the personal data and its processing requirements. Security programs are designed
to implement the data security controls identified. The security programs are guided using:

1.

Program Management activities

2.

Process Management activities (Policies, Procedures, Templates)

3.

Tools and Services (Technology based Controls)

Aspire Systems
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1. Program Management activities:

3.

Tools and Services:

The most important managerial function includes
the following

In order to meet the various requirements of
GDPR, Aspire Systems expedites technology based
controls using tool kits, software that are completely
automated or partially automated. The goal is to
minimize manual intervention unless sought by
data subjects. The Data Protection and Privacy
(DPP) controls are part of the internal control
systems. A typical DPP control sets are as follows:

1.

Initiating the security programs

2.

Define the problems and opportunities

3.

Define the road map

4.

Define the program plan

5.

Execute the defined plans

6.

Review the effectiveness

7.

Improve the program

Data Acquisition : Consists of input
validation controls and consent
management

2.

Process Management
activities:

Data Processing : Process flow controls,
verification of purpose limitations, and
integrity checks

The processes are defined in-line with the security
programs defined. The security policies and
associated procedures are formulated to meet the
exact requirements of data protection and privacy
controls.
The policies such as privacy policies reflect the
faith by which the organization takes cognizance
of security parameters and ensures highest level
of safeguards. The procedures extend the defined
policies and formulate the implementation steps
of the security controls.
The policies and procedures are reviewed at least
once every year or as when required.

Aspire Systems

Data Storage : Integrity of data controls,
Timestamps
Data Retention : Deletion controls,
integrity checks

One of the key objectives of having tools is place
is to maintain all key registers mandated in the
digital form.
In case of Aspire being a data processor, 		
Aspire ensures the instructions from the data
controller are adhered to.
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Notification of Breach
In case of a security breach, as a data controller Aspire systems is obliged to report it to the supervisory
authority and to the affected data subjects within 72 hours. If the data breach is unlikely to result in the
risk of data privacy of the data subjects, then the same shall be tracked as an internal issue and no specific
breach reports are submitted to supervisory authority and data subjects.

Compensation and Liability
Data subjects have the right to receive compensation in case of data breach that affects their personal
data. The amount of liability depends on the gravity of infringement and whether it was due to
negligence or intentional and other key considerations. The risk of liability is mitigated by the ability to
demonstrate the presence of key controls as per the GDPR requirements. The highest liability could be 		
4% of global turnover or 20 Million Euros whichever is greater.

Conclusion
Aspire Systems has implemented necessary security controls to meet the requirements of GDPR.
This includes establishment of comprehensive policies and procedures, obtaining consent from
data subjects, ensuring adequate security controls while processing and storing and honoring the
commitment to data subject rights. Both as a data controller and data processor, Aspire Systems
complies with the GDPR.
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ATTENTION. ALWAYS.
Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s
most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping
them leverage technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of
expertise. Our core philosophy of “Attention. Always.” communicates our
belief in lavishing care and attention on our customer and employees.

SINGAPORE
+65 3163 3050

NORTH AMERICA
+1 630 368 0970

Aspire Systems

EUROPE
+44 203 170 6115

INDIA
+91 44 6740 4000

MIDDLE EAST
+971 50 658 8831

For more info contact
info@aspiresys.com or visit www.aspiresys.com
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